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RNC - STAR HFT-PXL

Courtesy G. Contin (LBL-RNC), for the STAR collaboration, QM2015



RNC - STAR HFT-PXL

Courtesy G. Contin (LBL-RNC), for the STAR collaboration, QM2015



First large scale MAPS based vertex detector at a collider experiment.

RNC scope:
  Full simulation and optimization.
  Full system design including R&D into MAPS sensors with IPHC
                                 Strasbourg.
  Full construction including RDO electronics, firmware, software,                          
                             commissioning and analysis.

PXL$inserted$into$STAR,$cabled$and$
working$ in$24$hours

RNC - STAR HFT-PXL



ALICE ITS Upgrade
• 7"layers
• 10"m^2"of"silicon
• Installation"in"early"2019
• X/X0 ~"0.3%"(inner"layers)
• X/X0 ~"0.8%"(outer"layers)

http://iopscience.iop.org/095433899/41/8/087002/

Anticipated use of CERN-developed
MAPS sensors, ALPIDE:

Dimensions:             15mm x 30mm
Pixel pitch:                28μm x 28μm
Integration time:        8-10μs
Power consumption: 39mW/cm2

TDR:

RNC scope:
     middle layer staves,
     readout & power,
     mechanics (with LBL engineering)



eRHIC Model Detector (BeAST)

ALICE

E.C. Aschenauer, A. Kiselev, et al.

MAPS-based Si; minimize bremsstrahlung, resolutions,
                                           and also vertexing.



RNC - EIC R&D proposal
Simulations and calculations to quantitively address:
  - disk configuration(s),
  - services,
  - sensor specifications and development needs, if any,
                sampling rate, pixel size

Product: high-level sensor specifications and development needs
              conceptual design of a forward tracker for two or more field configurations

Iterative development of low-mass cables
  - ultimate goal is a new production partner for aluminum conductor cables,
                                besides CERN and Institute at Kharkov Ukraine,
  - contact with and build on prior work with the Hughes Circuits Inc,

Product:  uncertain - a ‘must do’ for the community as a whole.

The [EIC Detector Advisory] committee strongly encourages carrying out the
       simulation studies leading to a design of the forward and backward tracking
       detectors.



RNC - EIC R&D proposal
Simulations and calculations:
  
    - postdoc hire late Summer did not work out,

     - partially funded, inter-lab administrative delay(s),

     - effort is yet to start in a concerted way,
   

     + UC-Berkeley student is joining the effort ~now,

     + developing postdoc pool following (re-)advertisement past Fall,
 
 
 

 



RNC - EIC R&D proposal
Iterative development of low-mass cables
  
    + ~synergy with power development for the ALICE-ITS:

 

 
               
 

 
 
 
 
           Hughes Circuit Inc. delivered new Al-conductor flex-cable samples, 

           Optically and electrically characterized; QA/yield-issue (addressable),

           Al-conductor cables obtained also from the Kharkov Institute (tab-bonded),

     - ALICE-ITS appears to converge on Cu-conductor cables for its non-inner layers.





Hughes Circuit Inc - Al conductor flex-cable

Alberto Collu, Giacomo Contin, Leo Greiner
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ALPIDE-1	Latchup Cross	Sections	88"	Cyclotron	Run	8/7/15

SELTestIII	(2014)

88"	Cyclotron	8/7/15

upper	 limit,	no	Latchups seen

ALPIDE-1 latch-up measurements

Joanna Szornel, Elad Michael, Fernando Torales Acosta, Leo Greiner, Barbara Jacak
the LBNL 88” cyclotron and its staff


